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Search engine, as the entrance of information navigation and retrieval, is more 
and more widely used in the actual field of Internet. As a good search engine, rapid 
speed and comprehensive content, together with user-friendly operations and guide, 
are important criterions to judge the service quality. In the rapid developing China’ s 
Internet industry chain with huge market potential, individualized additional features 
of Chinese information services is regarded for the massive Chinese data that grows 
explosively. Automatic correction of Chinese keyword is one of the features. 
Due to regional dialect, the language habit, word selection error and other 
factors, the user might face issues like choosing homophone errors, spelling errors, 
typing font errors and so on when typing Chinese. How to better guide and help 
Chinese users use search engines to query the information they need becomes a hot 
topic. Through correction of keywords error users type in the search engine will 
bring convenience to users. 
This dissertation makes researched on an intelligent Chinese correction method. 
Through word segmentation and training of the corpus, after inputting Chinese 
keywords by users and comparison of the features, system makes correction of 
homophone errors, spelling errors, typing font errors with the use of KNN queries to 
find the most similar several results. 
The dissertation introduces the implementation of Chinese error correction used 
in related banking system. Through the deepgoing comprehension of search engine's 
operating principle, and detailed analysis of data mining, we divide the error 
correction system into three modules: the training module, the error correction 
module and learning module. Finally, the thesis makes analysis on the testing result 
of error correction system. This part indicates that the system can better correct error 
Chinese keywords, and prompt the desired keyword which is input by users. 
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